Introduction
Let S = F [x 1 , . . . , Since the Hilbert function of a homogeneous ideal is the same as the Hilbert function of its lead term ideal this inequality implies that for each homogeneous ideal in S there is a lexsegment ideal with the same Hilbert function. One course of research inspired by Macaulay's theorem is the study of the homogeneous ideals I such that every Hilbert function in S/I is obtained by a lexsegment ideal in S/I. Such quotients are called Macaulay-lex rings. These rings have important applications in combinatorics and algebraic geometry and for more background on them we direct the reader to Mermin and Peeva [8, 9] . Some recently discovered classes of Macaulay-lex rings can be found in Mermin and Murai [7] .
Monomial sets in S whose sizes grow minimally in the sense of Macaulay's inequality have also attracted attention: a homogeneous set M of monomials is called Gotzmann if |(S 1 ·lex S (M))| = |(S 1 ·M)| and a monomial ideal I is Gotzmann if the set of monomials in I t is a Gotzmann set for all t. In [12] , Gotzmann ideals in S that are generated by at most n homogeneous polynomials are classified in terms of their Hilbert functions. In [10] Murai finds all integers j such that every Gotzmann set of size j in S is lexsegment up to a permutation. He also classifies all Gotzmann sets for n ≤ 3. The Gotzmann persistence theorem states that if M is a Gotzmann set in S, then S 1 ·M is also a Gotzmann set; see [2] . In [11] Murai gives a combinatorial proof of this theorem using binomial representations. More recently, Hoefel and Mermin classified Gotzmann square-free ideals; [5] see also [4] . Also some results on the generation of lexsegment and Gotzmann ideals by invariant monomials can be found in [13] .
In this paper we first consider Gotzmann sets in the Macaulay-lex quotient R :
, where a is a positive integer. A set M of monomials in R can also be considered as a set of monomials in S and by R 1 · M we mean the set 
Monomial Gotzmann sets
We continue with the notation and the convention of the previous section. For a homogeneous lexsegment set L in S with For a monomial u ∈ S (resp. R) and a monomial set M in S (resp. R) we let u · M denote the set of monomials in S (resp. R) that are of the form um with m ∈ M. We also let M i /x 1 denote the set of monomials m in S
. We start by noting down a result of Murai [11, 1.5] that is very useful for our purposes.
⟨n⟩ .
The following lemmas squeeze d n,t between d ⟨n−2⟩ and d ⟨n−1⟩ .
Proof. Let L be the lexsegment set of size d in R t with t ≥ a−1 and let j denote min(L). Since L is lexsegment, we have 
Proof. Since t ≥ a, B is non-empty. Note also that B is a lexsegment set in S because x 1 is the highest ranked variable. Since no monomial in R is divisible by x a 1 , the sets S 1 ·B and (S 1 ·M)∩R are disjoint and we clearly have
is not divisible by x 1 . Since the degree of m is at least a + 1, m ′ is divisible by one of the variables, say x i for some 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
Since R 1 · M = (S 1 · M) ∩ R, the previous lemma yields the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let M be a set of monomials in R t . Then we have: (1) If t ≥ a, then M is Gotzmann in R t if and only if B ⊔ M is Gotzmann in S t . (2) If t = a − 1, then M is Gotzmann in R t if and only if M is Gotzmann in S t and x
a−1 1 ∈ M. (3) If t < a − 1, then M
is Gotzmann in R t if and only if M is Gotzmann in S t .
Proof. Let L denote the lexsegment set in R t of the same size as M with t ≥ a. Then Lemma 3 implies that
Hence the first statement of the theorem follows because B ⊔ L is lexsegment in S t . 
Proof. Note that we have S
Let lex
Notice that we have |T
as follows. Firstly, T i /x 1 is a homogeneous lexsegment set by construction and so |S 
Since the size of M has minimal growth, from Inequality (2) we get |(
We remark that the statement of the following theorem (and the previous lemma) stays true if we permute the variables and write the assertion with respect to another variable. It is also instructive to compare this with [10, 2.1].
Theorem 7. Assume the notation of the previous lemma. If d
Then from the previous lemma we have |(
We now prove the second assertion of the theorem. Assume that d 
It suffices to show |S 1 ·W | < |S 1 ·T | because |S 1 ·T | = |S 1 ·M| by the (proof of the) previous lemma. Notice that by construction 
